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learn the difference between your and you re two commonly confused words in

english grammar your is a single word that shows possession of a thing while you

re is a shortening of you are see examples rules and tips for using them correctly

identifying you and your competitors relative market performance or identifying

your and your competitors relative market performance each entity is in

possession of relative market performance so i think grammar dictates both be

your but it sounds godawful word choice possessives both your and you re are

incorrectly used in the first sentence they should be switched it should look like

this instead you re so talented at playing your piano in the second sentence your

is the correct word to use the third sentence is correct as with other homophones

your and you re sound the same but have different meanings and spellings the

word you re is a contraction of you and are while your is a possessive adjective if

you re ever in doubt about which word is grammatically correct replace the word

in question with you are in this video you ll learn more about when to use your

and you re correctly in american english visit gcflearnfree org grammar for our text

based lesson we hope to use you re and your correctly remember that you re is

short for you are and your is used to show ownership like in your house if you don

t know which one to use try writing you are instead if the sentence still makes

sense use you re if the sentence doesn t make sense use your you re and your

are easy to confuse because they sound identical you re you re is short for you

are for example you re rich now does she think you re happy your your is to show
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something belongs to you or is related to you for example your answer is correct

answer belongs to you your uncle has a roman nose the difference between these

two words is relatively straightforward yet they are commonly mixed up with one

another especially on the internet what is the difference between your and you re

words that sound the same are called homophones what is the difference

between your and you re your basic explanation your a possessive adjective it

shows possession that something belongs to the person you are talking to

examples of possessive adjectives are my your his and her my book your book

his book her book you have a book your and you re is a simple one once you ve

got the hang of it these two words are homophones meaning they sound the

same but are spelled differently and have different meanings luckily for us this one

is nice and easy definitions and examples of your and you re carly simon your is

the possessive form of the second person pronoun you say that ten times fast it s

all about ownership with your without that apostrophe the word your points or

describes something that belongs to the person being spoken to as in your dirty

socks pick them up two of the most commonly confused and misused words in

american english are your and you re do you know the difference between them if

not you ll appreciate this review we re going to discuss the definition of each word

as well as its proper usage let s jump in your vs you re the basics woodward

english 954k subscribers 1 6k 90k views 6 years ago learn english grammar

improve your english with these grammar rules what is the difference between you

re and your in they are pronounced the same but used differently in written

english let s find out when to use your vs you re your meaning examples your is a

possessive it means something belongs to you ex your name your car your house

you re meaning examples the word you re is short for you are you or your with

gerunds dottie asked which sentence is correct we appreciate you contacting the
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office we appreciate your contacting the office both are correct but they have

slightly different meanings if you appreciate that someone contacted the office the

act of contacting use your definition of your word frequency your jɔːʳ jʊəʳ

language note your is the second person possessive determiner your can refer to

one or more people 1 determiner a speaker or writer uses your to indicate that

something belongs or relates to the person or people that they are talking or

writing to a1 used to refer to the person or people being spoken or written to you

look nice i love you you said i could go with you you re coming tonight aren t you

are you two ready you painted that yourself that s great you and yours you and

your family here s wishing a happy new year to you and yours see more fewer

examples as understood in those terms you and i is the right phrase when we are

the subject of a sentence performing the action and you and me is correct when

we are an object in a sentence receiving the action examples you and i have

been shopping for hours subject performing the action a grammar guru the words

yours and your are often confused because they are easy to mistype do you know

the difference your means a form of the possessive case of you when used as a

pronoun yours means that which belongs to you singular the possessive second

person singular pronoun used without a following noun when used as a pronoun

definition example sentences entries near show more save word you and yours

idiom you and the people in your family or the people you care about best wishes

to you and yours for a joyous holiday season examples of you and yours in a

sentence
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your and you re rules for usage merriam webster Mar

27 2024

learn the difference between your and you re two commonly confused words in

english grammar your is a single word that shows possession of a thing while you

re is a shortening of you are see examples rules and tips for using them correctly

word choice you and your vs your and your english Feb

26 2024

identifying you and your competitors relative market performance or identifying

your and your competitors relative market performance each entity is in

possession of relative market performance so i think grammar dictates both be

your but it sounds godawful word choice possessives

your vs you re how to choose the right word Jan 25

2024

both your and you re are incorrectly used in the first sentence they should be

switched it should look like this instead you re so talented at playing your piano in

the second sentence your is the correct word to use the third sentence is correct

your vs you re definitions and examples grammarly Dec
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as with other homophones your and you re sound the same but have different

meanings and spellings the word you re is a contraction of you and are while your

is a possessive adjective if you re ever in doubt about which word is

grammatically correct replace the word in question with you are

grammar your or you re youtube Nov 23 2023

in this video you ll learn more about when to use your and you re correctly in

american english visit gcflearnfree org grammar for our text based lesson we hope

how to use you re and your 7 steps with pictures

wikihow Oct 22 2023

to use you re and your correctly remember that you re is short for you are and

your is used to show ownership like in your house if you don t know which one to

use try writing you are instead if the sentence still makes sense use you re if the

sentence doesn t make sense use your

you re or your grammar monster Sep 21 2023

you re and your are easy to confuse because they sound identical you re you re

is short for you are for example you re rich now does she think you re happy your

your is to show something belongs to you or is related to you for example your

answer is correct answer belongs to you your uncle has a roman nose
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your vs you re what s the difference writing explained

Aug 20 2023

the difference between these two words is relatively straightforward yet they are

commonly mixed up with one another especially on the internet what is the

difference between your and you re

you re vs your woodward english Jul 19 2023

words that sound the same are called homophones what is the difference

between your and you re your basic explanation your a possessive adjective it

shows possession that something belongs to the person you are talking to

examples of possessive adjectives are my your his and her my book your book

his book her book you have a book

your and you re what s the difference and when to use

them Jun 18 2023

your and you re is a simple one once you ve got the hang of it these two words

are homophones meaning they sound the same but are spelled differently and

have different meanings luckily for us this one is nice and easy definitions and

examples of your and you re

your vs you re choose your words vocabulary com May
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carly simon your is the possessive form of the second person pronoun you say

that ten times fast it s all about ownership with your without that apostrophe the

word your points or describes something that belongs to the person being spoken

to as in your dirty socks pick them up

your vs you re do you know the difference

grammarbook com Apr 16 2023

two of the most commonly confused and misused words in american english are

your and you re do you know the difference between them if not you ll appreciate

this review we re going to discuss the definition of each word as well as its proper

usage let s jump in your vs you re the basics

you re vs your what is the difference youtube Mar 15

2023

woodward english 954k subscribers 1 6k 90k views 6 years ago learn english

grammar improve your english with these grammar rules what is the difference

between you re and your in

your vs you re learn the difference espresso english
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they are pronounced the same but used differently in written english let s find out

when to use your vs you re your meaning examples your is a possessive it means

something belongs to you ex your name your car your house you re meaning

examples the word you re is short for you are

should it be you or your with gerunds quick and dirty

tips Jan 13 2023

you or your with gerunds dottie asked which sentence is correct we appreciate

you contacting the office we appreciate your contacting the office both are correct

but they have slightly different meanings if you appreciate that someone contacted

the office the act of contacting use your

your definition and meaning collins english dictionary

Dec 12 2022

definition of your word frequency your jɔːʳ jʊəʳ language note your is the

second person possessive determiner your can refer to one or more people 1

determiner a speaker or writer uses your to indicate that something belongs or

relates to the person or people that they are talking or writing to

you english meaning cambridge dictionary Nov 11
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a1 used to refer to the person or people being spoken or written to you look nice i

love you you said i could go with you you re coming tonight aren t you are you

two ready you painted that yourself that s great you and yours you and your

family here s wishing a happy new year to you and yours see more fewer

examples

you and i or you and me which is correct grammarbook

com Oct 10 2022

as understood in those terms you and i is the right phrase when we are the

subject of a sentence performing the action and you and me is correct when we

are an object in a sentence receiving the action examples you and i have been

shopping for hours subject performing the action

your vs yours what s the difference prowritingaid Sep

09 2022

a grammar guru the words yours and your are often confused because they are

easy to mistype do you know the difference your means a form of the possessive

case of you when used as a pronoun yours means that which belongs to you

singular the possessive second person singular pronoun used without a following

noun when used as a pronoun
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you and yours definition meaning merriam webster Aug

08 2022

definition example sentences entries near show more save word you and yours

idiom you and the people in your family or the people you care about best wishes

to you and yours for a joyous holiday season examples of you and yours in a

sentence
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